
It's fairly nice

weather in

Malaga!

gotic

company

(jovin)

 leader in the

technology sector

and at the

forefront of

innovation,

specifically in ICT

Who is the

GOTIC

Leader for

the project

other innovation

centres/co

working spaces/

digi hubs

It's risky to

expand again?

We are in so

many places?

situation:

internatio-

nalisation /

scale up

(jovin)

pipeline of

future

employees

what other

companies in

the locality

Do they have

experience

with

universities

expand

their biz

(jovin)Are the

priority areas

they wish to

look at first

leader in the

technology sector

and at the forefront

of innovation,

specifically in ICT

successful:

when

partnerships

are built.

(jovin)

Working with

Universities

tough - they

think differently

They look for

local talent-

graduates.

Tecnology

other companies

with alliances that

work at a good

pace

decision: who

to collaborate

with + how

(jovin)

Areas

ecosystems

job: deepen

contact with

MTP (jovin)

what will

enhance

credibility/PR

for them

may see

networking

events

opened

various

subsidiaries

in countries They look for

local

researchers

working with

students gave

the great

opportunity for

new views

IS there more

than one person

involved ... a

team

watching what

is best practice

in their industry

job:

understand

UMA LINK

better. (jovin)

UMA has a

great

reputation, lots

of Innovation

there!

rrecognised

E EU

programmes

etc

plans to start an

internationalization

towards Southern

Europe

job: evaluate

contenders +

proposals for

partnerships

(jovin)

is there a

specific area

that they

would like to

focus on first

Who are the

public

partners?

job: build

alliances that

are strategic

(jovin)

evaluating new

horizons of

collaboration

with public and

private entities
University

works slow,

bureaucratic

and traditional

approach

how can ce

co create

with local

stakeholders

Collaborate with

companies in

terms of training

and corporate

social respons.

Ask other companies/

stakholders in region

how UMa has

benefitted them

What are

their

expectations

on outcomes

analysing

different

locations

They hear

young people

that is in

contact with

LInk

successful:

drawn a

commitment for

socio-economic

impact (jovin)

What

opportunities

do they see

for both sides

do differently:

build different

biz models for

scaling up.

(jovin)

asking about

funding

schemes to

resource

them

do differently:

cross-

stakeholder

panel build-up

for expansion

(jovin)

seek to build

rapport

Spain has a

strong

graduate

workforce 

reults

do differently:

allocate time +

money to

building

strategic

alliances (jovin)

had to find

the right

contact

person

What is the

background

of the contact

parties

do differently:

investigate on

innovation

regimes in the

region (jovin)

Higher education

is in change -

opening up

through Spanning

agents and alike


